DNA-induced conformational changes in bacteriophage 434 repressor.
Although bacteriophage 434 repressor binds to its specific DNA sites only as a dimer, formation of the dimers in solution occurs at concentrations three orders of magnitude higher than those needed to bind the 434 operator DNA. Our results suggest that both specific and non-specific DNA induce conformational changes in repressor that lead to formation of repressor dimers. The repressor conformational changes induced by DNA occur at concentrations much lower than those needed for binding of repressor, suggesting that the alternative conformations of repressor persist even if the protein is not in direct contact with DNA. Hence, DNA acts in a "catalytic" fashion to induce a steady-state amount of an alternative repressor conformation that has an enhanced affinity for its specific binding site. These findings suggest that the repressor conformer induced by non-specific DNA is the form of the repressor that is optimized for searching for DNA binding sites along non-specific DNA. Upon finding a binding site, the repressor protein undergoes an additional conformational change that allows it to "lock-on" to its specific site.